CHICAGO, IL. | Through a collection of simulated figures and environments, *versus Reality* deconstructs stereotypical images of female identity advanced by male-dominated 3D entertainment and gaming industries. Harnessing cutting edge digital technologies, artists Hiba Ali (BFA/BAVCS 2013), Sanglim Han (BFA 2013), Snow Yunxue Fu (MFA 2014), Katie Torn (MFA 2012), Amanda VanValkenburg (MFA 2013), and Darya Zorina (BFA 2013) represent a new generation of women staking claim in a once-conformist visual field. Works compose a network of virtual spaces that depicts multiple views of femininity.

“The world of gaming and new media was and still remains a male-dominated industry where men create images of women,” says exhibition co-curater Hiba Ali. “Women in the field are now positioning themselves in and around a discourse of feminism and archetypes of femininity. We are actively authoring our own self-images.”

“*versus Reality* expresses a range of positions, but at the same time, reflects each artist’s knowledge that they are challenging the homo-social visual culture that exists within entertainment and gaming industries,” adds co-curator Snow Yunxue Fu. “Together, works create a space to deconstruct and critique the notion of female identity, rather than redefine it.”

Artists exhibit the advanced use of 3D imaging technology through a diverse range of mediums. Sanglim Han’s interactive video game invites viewers to inhabit a digital body. A digital floor projection by Hiba Ali speaks to feminism through lyricism and poetic text. In an installation by Snow Yunxue Fu, stacked video blocks set against a curved wall reference the body, architecture, and painterly abstraction. Darya Zorina’s projected video engulfs the viewer in the trope of a magical garden. Additional video works by Katie Torn and Amanda VanValkenburg simulate surreal virtual landscapes and monuments.
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STUDENT RUN / STUDENT WORK

Professional exhibition spaces exclusively for students since 1994

Founded in 1994, the Student Union Galleries (SUGs) at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC) has established itself as a staple of SAIC’s student life—a place where student artists and curators can challenge their work in a public setting. Producing between 12 to 15 exhibitions of student work each year, SUGs strives to facilitate a creative, interdisciplinary exchange between students, professors, and arts professionals across the SAIC community and beyond. SUGs alumni, both directors and exhibiting artists, have contributed substantially to the arts in Chicago and built valuable careers in the arts both nationally and internationally. Please visit saic.edu/sugs for more information.